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Artist Kellyann Gilson Lyman Exhibits at Vintage Inspired In September

Burlington, VT: (August 26, 2014) Vintage Inspired Lifestyle Marketplace on Flynn Avenue in
Burlington is pleased to announce an exhibition of mixed media/printmaking entitled
kellyannartsalon.com vital cycle show on the road | see beauty in what you do |
ephemera small works from west coast based artist Kellyann Gilson Lyman, September 530th, 2014. There will be an opening reception Friday, September 5th during SEABA’s Art Hop,
from 5:00pm to 8:00pm, featuring live jazz from Nick Aloi’s Jazz Trio from 6-8pm. Vintage
Inspired, A vibrant marketplace for antique dealers, artists and craftspeople, is located at 180
Flynn Avenue, and is open Monday through Saturday from 10am to 5pm and Sunday from
12pm to 4pm.

Kellyann Gilson Lyman is a visual artist based on the west coast. Both a designer, curator and
artist, Kellyann studied visual communications & graphic art & design at the University of
California Santa Barbara after receiving her B.A. at UCLA in Sociology. She has worked in a
variety of fields from graphic design and web design to real estate & curation. It is this unique
and diverse background that truly informs her work. Gathering a plethora of subjects in her field
of vision, she draws her inner world. Inviting us to join her on a journey of discovery into the
essence of being, depicting new truths of the meaning of existence, love & relations. With each
work more enigmatic and luxurious than the last, she creates an organic experience never
before seen in abstract expressionist art. Not simply an accomplished printmaker & painter the
artists, is also a graphic designer & photographer. Her showing at the New Design Collective in
NYC highlights her interest, appreciation & connection to fashion & design, and her
commitment to juxapose the two spheres within her visual art.

Through her handcrafted platform kellyannart.com | kellyannartsalon.com, she curates annual
collections of modern culture that are at once interactive. Since her first solo show Kellyann
has exhibited in international group & solo exhibitions, articulating her vision of large scale work

in public art spaces. Her recent projects have included exhibitions at the Friedman Gallery, in
soho, Artspace 29 chelsea, The Lisbon Contemporary in Europe, and see.me global projects
& see.me takes times square & ongoing global private project commissions + showcases of
her art work on the west coast and her first full career retrospective.

The artist will donate 10% of all sales during this exhibition to the Emily Lyman Foundation in
Burlington Vermont. Emily Lyman was Kellyann’s niece, who passed away from Leukemia in
December 2013. Her mother, Monica Lyman, began the Emily Lyman Foundation. Emily was a
talented poet whose legacy lives on through the foundation. Emily’s poetry is being published
and the foundation is working with other poets & families dealing with leukemia. More
information about the Emily Lyman Foundation can be found at
http://www.inspiredbyemilylymanfoundation.org
More about Kellyann’s work can be found at kellyannartsalon.com, contact Kellyann at
415.412.4959 or kellyannart@mac.com
Vintage Inspired Lifestyle Marketplace on Flynn Avenue in Burlington, VT is a funky &
accessible source of vintage goods for inspired lifestyles. It is a delight for shoppers wanting to
combine a love for antiques, curious goods and art. Owner, Mary Heinrich Aloi has a truly
inspired eye and her shop is a destination for in-the-know pickers, collectors, and art lovers.
For more information and directions to the Marketplace, please visit www.vintageinspired.net
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